LONG LASTING – BENEFICIAL TO ALL GENUINE QUALITY
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**WHAT’S AN EXCHANGE PART?**

In Volvo’s case, it refers to a part that for all practicable purposes has been completely remanufactured to the standard of a new Volvo part. The exchange cycle begins when a used part is returned to Volvo – this is called a core return. The core is sent by Volvo to specially selected factories where it is disassembled and inspected so that the subsystems and components can be cleaned, tested, repaired or replaced. Anything worn or damaged gets replaced with new Volvo parts and the mechanical tolerances are restored to the original factory specifications. The end result is essentially a new part that’s been carefully remanufactured and returned to its original condition. It meets Volvo’s standards for quality and durability, and is fully backed by the same warranty as a new part.

**THE EXCHANGE PARTS ADVANTAGE**

Volvo Exchange Parts offer the optimal deal for everyone involved in the process – the car owner, the workshop, the insurance company, and the environment.

**Economical**
Remanufacturing a quality part is much more economical than producing an entirely new one. Volvo Exchange Parts help keep the costs of the part and the overall workshop bill down.

**Ecological**
One of Volvo’s corporate core values is caring for the environment and Exchange Parts address this mission directly. They decrease the need for raw material, and since production of new parts is very energy consuming, choosing Exchange Parts is a way to save both energy and material.

**Reliable**
Volvo Exchange Parts are remanufactured in accordance to Volvo’s specifications complete with original quality and safety properties built right in. And they’re fully backed by Volvo’s Parts Warranty – ask your Volvo retailer for details.

**Fast and Simple**
If you think about it, exchanging a part is often times faster than repairing it. It’s efficient, offers the perfect fit, and ensures a smooth workflow in the workshop that comes with using Volvo Genuine Parts.

**Easily Available**
Volvo offers one of the widest ranges of exchange parts in the automotive industry, with many options for both new and older model cars.

**POPULAR EXCHANGE PARTS INCLUDE:**

Air mass meters, Angle gear, Audio equipment, Automatic transmissions, Brake calipers, CVT units, Cylinder heads, Engines, Manual transmissions, Master cylinders, Radiators, Soft tops, Steering gears

**VOLVO EXCHANGE PARTS**

Designed, tested and remanufactured according to Volvo’s detailed specifications.